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 Present: Liz Maykels (LM) Chair, Laura Whyte (LW) Vice Chair, Jess Ackland (JA),  Simon Cutmore (SC), 

Arti Dutta (AD), Angela Killick (AK), Anjali Majithia (AM), Barry Munnelly (BM), Steve Pidgeon (SP), 
Hannah Trickett (HT) Head. 
 
Apologies: Sian Edwards (SE), Juliet Scourfield (JS), Phil Williams (PW) 
 
In attendance: Claire Beaver and Beverly Cox 

 
 

Item 
 
PART ONE 

A
ct

io
n

s 

1.  Welcome and arrangements for meeting   

2.  To receive Apologies and consider Approving Absences.  SE, JS, PW approved.  

3.  To declare any conflict of interest that may arise during the meeting. There were none  

4.  Notification of Any Other Business, urgent matters only for Part Two Item 9 
a. Proposed new warehouses in Maple Cross 

 

5.  Head’s Report to include: 
a. Catch Up Premium strategy 
b. Recovery Plan and plans for assessing effect of expenditure  
c. Update on children’s behaviour and attitude 
d. Covid 19 Risk assessment update  
e. Available data on progress and attainment 
f. Monitoring of equalities on the following key issues: attainment, attendance, participation, 

engagement in learning, representation and inclusion, preparation for life and progression, 
bullying, prejudice and hurtful behaviour and exclusion. 

g. Update regarding RSE education and Health Education 
 
This was a short report for this term as a longer one will be available for the Summer 2 FGB 
meeting. All governors were happy with the Head’s responses and agreed that it was a very 
helpful report.  
 
LM comments and questions: 
Q: Books are not demonstrating the quality of learning in lessons. What other evidence is there 
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to demonstrate the quality of learning?  DT A3 folders and some other curriculum areas. Learning 
walls are a high quality but the focus needs to be on improving what is visible in books. 
Q: Is Forest School just for vulnerable children? If yes are there plans to open it to the whole 
school in the future?  Vulnerable chn daily/weekly 
Classes have a half termly session linked to an attribute to develop, e.g., leadership, resilience 
BM comments and questions: 
Another excellent, informative and thorough Head’s report. 
Learning partnership meetings 
Q. What reasons have been given by parents for not attending these meetings? Forgot, re-book 
and then forget again. Today Jess Lawley was due to meet a parent remotely for an IPP meeting, 
this was the third time they forgot to attend. Say they had another plans. 
Q. How many have subsequently attended meetings with teachers? Teachers keep ringing until 
they speak to parents but with meetings and trainings after school this takes weeks.  
Q. Are there any plans for meetings in person in the next half term for parents of children who 
may need more direct intervention once restrictions are lifted? Written reports will be sent 
meaning we have provided four 'reports' to parents. Requirement is 3. We have been meeting 
parents outside for those we need to meet urgently. We need to keep going. 
Behaviour – Fixed term exclusions 
Q. How many children do these exclusions refer to?  3 children prior spring term. 1 child for 
spring term onwards. 
Q. There is mention of physical force being used against peers on three of the occasions, what 
support has been offered to the children (and their family) who have been subjected to this 
physical force? One child - Family Support worker, THRIVE sessions, EHCP application Forest Sch 
sessions. 
One child - meetings with child and parents, support from autism team, Forest Sch 
One child - intensive family support and other health professionals, adapted timetables 
(start/finish time), Forest Sch, medication 
Spring onwards - family support worker, music therapy, adaptations to class timetable 
Bullying 
Q. Similarly, how has the child who has been bullied in this instance been supported/safeguarded 
to prevent it from continuing or happening again?  This has been at a range of children - support 
sessions in school at home and in school with family support worker.  
 
SP questions and comments: 
Q: Outcomes- In relation to progress and attainment are the gaps that were evident pre 
lockdown in various groups largely as they were or have any significantly increased /decreased 
(Thinking boys/girls/PP/SEN/EAL by way of examples ) . Or is it too early to say until the spring 
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assessments results are available for analysis?  This will be analysed when we have summer data 
which will allow pre and post remote learning comparison.  
 
LW comments and questions: 
I have seen evidence from the school newsletter and Twitter of the broad and balanced 
curriculum that is being delivered – all staff should be thanked for the hard work they have been 
putting into all the activities that have been happening.  Relentless approach in Year 2 sounds 
great. 
Q: Has there been the chance to speak to those families who missed the learning partnership 
meetings now?  
How did the figures compare with missed meetings this time to pre-Covid face to face meetings?   
Is there a technology barrier as to why they did not take part?  Teachers have been ringing 
families to catch up and share learning. They will keep trying until they get through. Some 
families are the same families who do not attend when in person. Some parents appear to think 
they are less important as remote.  The office team spoke to all parents to ensure technology was 
not the barrier.  
 
JA questions and comments: 
Q: Are the 10 minute booster sessions for staff to discuss children’s challenging behaviour well 
received? Is 10 minutes enough time for discussions?  Yes, staff feel empowered and it allows 
expectations to be clarified and understood by all. LSAs come in early than the start of their paid 
time so we keep to 10 mins to ensure no excessive workload. 
1 INSET day per year is given to behaviour and regular safeguarding themes link in with 
behaviour. The Spring 1 training on attachment and Summer 1 training on mental health all 
overlapped with our behaviour policy so indirect training. 
Q: KS2 girls boxing is a great resource, is there plans for the boys to have this extra class? Is there 
a defined reason as to why these aren’t offered as mixed sessions?  One of the sport grant 
criteria is about increasing participation for vulnerable groups. Girls drop out of sport and 
participate less than boys so we decided to offer girls only. This is the only time per year we offer 
something just for the girls. 
Q: Woodwork sessions are stated as targeted groups-what children are involved in these (PPG, 
SEND etc) Will these be offered to others going forward?  These are chn with a mixture of SEND 
needs or children we have identified as emotionally vulnerable. The aim is for these chn to 
become empowered to lead sessions after developing skills. As this was new for staff too, we 
wanted to start small and build on success. 
Q: Quality of learning is lower within books, rather than in the classroom-why is this? How can 
we increase the quality in written form to evidence the quality of learning?  CPD 18/5/21 focuses 
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upon alternative options to record in learning. For our chn, because their writing can be lower 
than their orally ability it does not reflect their learning. There is also the lack of teacher 
knowledge in ways to share learning in different ways in books. 
Q: Absence of families at LPM-is it the same families that are the ‘usual suspects’ for not 
engaging with the school?  It is often the same families. 
Q: Year 5 staffing-this class doesn’t appear to have a permanent member of support staff 
working in the classroom-does this have a detrimental effect on the pupils and the class teacher 
due to the lack of the extra person in the room. Is there a noticeable difference in 
behaviour/learning because of this?  Nor does Yr4 as their only adult is a 1:1. There is an adult 
who shares sometime between Yr4 & 5. This relates to budgets and making the best use of adults 
we have available. When allocating support staff, we identify the needs of the class. It makes 
implementing interventions more challenging. 
 
SE questions and comments: 
Reading through comments from the other governors together with responses, most of my 
thoughts have been addressed. Thanks again for another thorough Head’s report Hannah – 
regarding the learning partnership meetings, my parent pick-up role has left me party (or close 
enough to hear) to parents discussing them. To be honest, I could have probably pinpointed the 
ones that wouldn’t attend however, their general comments were around them just forgetting 
that the meetings were due to take place (not sure whether it would be beneficial to send a 
collective text during the morning of the day LPM’s are taking place to say “remember they are 
today”), thinking that the school would make contact with them (so not realising they had to 
actually log in) and wanting telephone not video call as they don’t want to have to do face to 
face.  Texting can be very expensive but the office had phoned some on the day. We will need to 
consider texts next time. 
Q: Barry’s question regarding support for the child or children who were the victim of physical 
force against them – were the responses the support for them, or what has been provided to the 
child or children who applied that force? Sorry, it wasn’t clear to me.   Support is always offered 
to both parties involved. This is a personalised approach based on what has happened and the 
needs of each individual. 
 
Just wanted to highlight (as it had brief mention in this section) that Juliet is working tirelessly in 
her lead science role (obviously as well as her other ‘hats’). With MX now starting the Primary 
Science Qualification Mark (PSQM), she has completed the application form and the self-
assessment which I was privy too. It is very honest and appropriately self-critical. We will be 
catching up in the coming weeks / months around this and I will share along with Juliet on here.  
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Socreena is receiving rave reviews from the boys! Really lovely to hear that they are spending 
their break / lunch active and running around.  
Q: Are teachers seeing a positive impact from this activity on their levels of concentration / 
fidgeting etc?  Behaviour in general has improved thanks to the overview of lunchtime – 
Socreena, restaurant and other eating area and lots of training from EmFa with adults who work 
at lunchtime. 
 
AD comments and questions: 
As always, an informative report with the right level of details. Thank you, Hannah. I like the 
‘relentless feedback’ in some classes! Good to see children getting back to normal. You mention 
this approach is required in other classes as well. Q: What is stopping them from following this? 
Teacher expertise and pedagogical knowledge. Some teachers don’t know what they don’t know. 
Coaching strategies and time in CPD are supporting these gaps.  
 
It is good to see that Mx continues to be graded as outstanding in Operations and Leadership & 
management – that is our own assessment. However, other areas have been graded good. 
Q: The report explains why they are graded so, but presume the goal is to take these areas a 
notch up to outstanding? Especially Staff well-being. The aim is always for all areas of school to 
be outstanding.  
 
Books are not demonstrating the quality of learning in lessons. 
Q: How are you planning to address this? CPD in how to demonstrate this. Increased book looks 
and evidence gathering of alternative approaches.  
 
Q: Sounds like Forest School is for vulnerable children only? Is there any plan to open it to the 
rest of the school or is it already being done? All classes have a session per half term. At the 
moment vulnerable chn are a priority for time as they need it to engage with learning and 
support their social and emotional well-being. The aim is that as these targeted children develop 
and improve we can increase capacity for other children.  
 

6.  SIP/SEF 
a. SIP items postponed from Spring 1 meeting  
b. Monitor progress of SIP  
Priority 5 – Develop the quality of education in the Early Years 
*Enhanced, personalised and localised curriculum 
*development of speaking and listening and breadth or pupil’s vocabulary 
* Focus on increasing % of pupils working at greater depth across all areas of the curriculum 
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* Key pre phonics skills secured (phase 1 letter and sounds) 
 
This was a comprehensive document that had been shared by the Head who explained that the 
SIP adopted the same headings as Ofsted.  This report was on the Early Years as SLT had 
identified that this was an area in school that required development. 
 
Action Plans had been shared and it was agreed that:  
JA would follow up/check in with Emma Bailey regarding Reading 
AD would do the same with AM and Maths 
SE would follow up basic Safeguarding and H&S and  
BM as the Reception link governor would carry out class visits and catch up with JuSc. 
Governors were requested to enter their findings on GovHub as there were concerns in this area 
and although a plan was in place, it was necessary to see progress. 
 
With the new framework being introduced, it was a good time for governors to look at Early 
Years now before it came into effect. The focus was on the development of children’s language 
and oral health amongst other priorities. 
 
JA added that the Family Centre had delivered guidance on oral health to the school and enjoyed 
running the sessions in the past but the responsibility had been given back to the School Nursing 
team. 
 
JA had given JuSc the name of a contact if she wanted to follow it up. 
 
BM asked for an updated Link Visit Form and HT said she would send it to him.  The form had 
been revised to include key points from the Action Plan for the governors to focus on in their role 
as critical friends. Visits would take place every 2-4 weeks and the completed forms would be put 
on GovHub to share with other governors. 
 
LM comments and questions: 
Q: Are EYFS going to be ready for September 2021? The new framework focuses on early 
language and extending vocab. As governors we can ask how this is being implemented.   JuSc 
has been on training with the HfL advisor. The focus needs to be on ensuring chn are using the 
language. Asking them to repeat back in full/more complex sentences. Increasing vocabulary. i.e. 
if a child described something as melting in water the adult would say the salt has dissolved in 
the water. 
More visibility of key language within the environment. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

JA,AD,
SE,BM 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Head/

All 
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Q: Safeguarding is the same but with the addition of a focus on good oral health. How are we 
implementing this?  This will be built into the curriculum - people who help us a greater focus on 
the role of the dentist. 
If possible, a visit from a dentist.  Regular communication to parents about oral health and 
collaboration with Footsteps to ensure this is happening from an early age. 
Q: The Early Learning goals are more specific. What is view on these? Will it be easier to assess 
children using these?  Suspect it will be 'easier' to assess but could make it more challenging for 
some pupils. 
 
LW comments and questions: An honest report on the current circumstances but some strong 
plans in place to move to the position that is set out for the targets. 
Q: Is there an element of impact of remote learning on the younger pupils here which was 
difficult to teach compared to if you had been in school? 
 Is there any other resources or budget that should be allocated to EYFS to establish the strong 
foundation for these pupils as they move into Year 1 and beyond?  Nursery only missed a very 
short period as they were allowed back much sooner. Reception children missed eight weeks, in 
turn if their learning was eight weeks 'behind' this would be in-line. The leadership team have 
identified that the chn are more than eight weeks behind where they need to be. 
The most impactful support is highly skilled teachers in school working closely within a 
mentoring/coaching approach. So far; 

 HaTr, AnMa & EmBa have met and planned 9 weeks of support. This is less planned for later 
in the summer term and will be adapted to meet the needs. 

 13/05 - HaTr & JuSc continued to revamp the indoor environment with a focus on preparing 
the chn for Year 1 and learning at tables. 

 w/b 17/5 - focus to teach chn how to use updated environment. 

 w/b 17/5 - AnMa to observe maths sessions in Reception and Nursery each week - feedback 
and planning adapted 

 21/5 - EmBa and JuSc - half day phonics planning to commence 28.5 

 28/5 - updated approach to phonics teaching. EmBa to observe 4 consecutive sessions and 
feedback to JuSc immediately 

 Small logistically tweaks and updating - underway. Some include StPi undertaking some 
repairs work.  

 HaTr, AnMa, EmBa & JuSc to meet fortnightly and review targets. Adapt as needed. 
 
AD comments and questions: 
Thank you for the update. It’s good to see an honest assessment of school situation. It makes the 
strategies easier to implement!  
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Q: Investment in CPD appears to be one of the priorities. Could the gaps be because of Covid? 
The gaps specifically in EYFS relate more to the quality of environment and teaching. The gaps 
identified appear more than the eight weeks of missed learning.  Is this something new that the 
SLT has discovered recently or was this always an area of development but got pushed back due 
to Covid?  There were some small concerns in the autumn term, mainly linked around the 
behaviour of specific children. These were being supported and linked to missed learning and 
pupils new to school in Reception. Further monitoring and work with the HfL advisor have 
confirmed the concerns raised recently.  
Q: How are you planning to implement these changes in the timeline scheduled given we have 
been aware of the staff being burnt out due to additional work during remote teaching? Does Mx 
need to allocate additional resources to ensure staff is adequately trained for the job? SLT playing 
a key role to support the EYFS team. Time during the school day with the leaders (cover in class) 
ensures there is not additional burden out of hours. However, there need be a relentless push to 
ensure timetabled improvements and actions happen.  
Q: Would the work planned for EYFS be complete before Sep 2021? Given Mx may have an 
inspection this year, does the school need to anything else to ensure the gaps identified now 
don’t offset the good work done so far? This has to be timetabled in and happening. EYFS is an 
OfSTED inspection focus and we cannot have a section of school highlighted as below good.  
 
c. Monitor progress of SEF 

SE: Happy with questions raised and responses provided. 

7.  Curriculum Monitoring Reports (Lead governors to read reports and ask questions/comment on 
their subject(s))  
LM said that the reports were detailed and informative and the Head added that it was important 
for the teachers to do these reports to help them focus on their areas.  The reports also gave the 
governors detailed information so they were able to tell Ofsted what was going on in the school 
in core and non-core subjects. 
 
SC said he would make contact with the curriculum leads for RE and Art & Design as he had just 
come back from study leave. 
 
In answer to a question, the Head clarified that Art and Design was one subject and Design 
Technology was a separate subject so at least two Lead governors were required for these 
curriculum areas.   
 
a. Reading – JA 
BM comments and questions: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SC 
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Another comprehensive and positive report. Many of the figures of children significantly below 
ARE is concerning but it appears that there are comprehensive and well thought out plans to 
rectify this. 
Q: Will there be sufficient resources available to try to push the ‘achieved ARE’ children towards 
GD? Greater depth children can be challenged with far less support through the class teacher. 
Within the autumn term Geoff Watson worked with a group of Yr2 learners. We want to extend 
this out and ideally would run this in every class but we do not have the adults to do so. 
If the budget allowed an additional three members of support staff would allow us to do so much 
more. With classes not full we are not receiving the funding to provide this. 
 
JA questions and comments: 
The outline and plans moving forward for the Reading Curriculum is a very well written and 
highly structured document. It was easy to read and understand and the expectations are clear 
and supportive for the teaching staff to be able to implement in their lesson plans. 
Very well done Emma and all others involved. 
Q: What is classed as a vulnerable reader?  Chn who are not on track to be ARE (age related 
expectations) and those chn who are significantly behind ARE (sign behind = 2yrs). Curriculum 
leads also focus on the lowest 20% of chn regardless of where they are in relation to ARE. 
Q: What are the interventions in place for those children identified as vulnerable 
readers/significantly below average readers?  Rec/Yr1/Yr2 - phonics tutoring with JaSh. 
However, JaSh has been off sick for three weeks and we have no other adult available to 
undertake interventions. 
Teachers identified chn to listen to read every day or more regularly than others. 
The increase in reading opportunities throughout the day. 
Volunteers in Yr1, Yr3 and Yr4 listen to readers where possible. 
1 child with significant need supported via Specific Learning Difficulties (SpLd) base - further chn 

are being assessed w/b 17/5/21 to seek further support and tailored programmes from the SpLd 
base. 
Q: Year 3 data, why when the class have 26 children, has the data only been recorded for 24?  1 
child was not attending school regularly in the autumn term (sch refuser with Acorns support - 
now full time) so unable to access in the autumn term. Another child joined late in the autumn 
term after data was collected. 
Q: With regards to the additional learning that is being provided for children to complete at 
home-is this being done? Are parents engaging and supporting their children with this?  It can be 
a mixed picture. It often required teachers having to ring parents every few weeks to encourage 

them to re-engage.  
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b. Writing – LM 
LM questions and comments: In the Autumn assessments it looks like children returning to 
school came back with higher levels of attainment than in reading and writing noted in the 
column about working sig below ARE.  
Q: Why do you think this happened? 
Q: In the writing report, Why do you think Year 5 PPG and SEND children made accelerated 
progress?  More stable cohort, larger class has more positive role models. 
This class need to be a focus for high Yr6 data in Summer 22. 
No EHCP chn or significant needs which can impact overall class 'performance'. 
 
BM comments and questions: 
There seems to have been a really strong push on handwriting standards which is great and a 
reward of Tea with Mrs T always seems to go down well. 
Q: Is there any merit in sending emails out/letters home with the posture and positioning of 
paper to parents? This is all going on the website but yes we can send out a parent version. 
Parents being able to reinforce ways to sit, paper positioning using school methods might make it 
easier for everyone to be singing off the same hymn sheet. (We certainly get some random 
sitting positions and being able to show K/J something from school may help us to get them sat in 
similar positions to school?) I am conscious that too many emails end up causing a delete culture 
though. If it means one child benefits it is worth sending out.  

 
c. Maths – AD 
LM comments and questions: 
Maths - Good impact of precision teaching noted. Good to see that precision teaching is high 
profile in teaching and learning across the core subjects.  This needs to be the focussed 
intervention. Wanting to increase support staff by 1.6. This would be very targeted at precision 
teaching. 
BM comments and questions: 
Q: I’m not sure the progress figures for child 4 and child 5 are correct? Anjali will update. 
Another very well presented documented with clear planning and determination to achieve 
higher standards for the children. 
 
AD comments and questions:  Thank you for the detailed update. It great to see a structured 
plan for the children. A couple of questions though: 
Q: Is there a timeline for the priorities? Yes, Anjali has a specific action plan. If yes, it might be 
worth tracking them against the timeline set. If there is no deadline, it might still be worth doing 
a quarterly assessment of progress made against the plan? This is with reference to the table on 
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redevelopment plan included in the Maths Curriculum report. 
Q: What is this progress for 5 children? Do they belong to certain categories or are they random 
sampling? Good to see the progress they are making. These 5 children have some SEND 
diagnosed needs and some that are awaiting consultations with medical professionals. Two 
pupils have made monumental progress. In September they would throw furniture, defy adults 
and not engage with learning. They are now asking to stay in class to continue learning and do so 
with less and less adult support. The other children are making progress also but have had less 
time within the Forest School.  
Q: Autumn 21 Maths report – Q: Please can you remind me what ARE stands for? Age Related 
Expectations Am curious to understand why the % of girls who have achieved ARE are lower than 
boys.  
Q: What is being done to address this?  Some of our classes are also very boy heavy. This will be 
further analysed in summer term data. 
Q: Having read other the Heads report and the SIP, I understand that AnMa is collaborating with 
respective teams/pupils to help children significantly below ARE. This is great. But what is being 
done to ensure children who have achieved ARE move on to the next level OR how do you ensure 
children are being pushed to their full potential? See other responses. 
Q: “teachers’ lack of confidence using resources throughout the session” – Appreciate this is 
being addressed now but will there be another formal assessment to ensure teachers are on the 
same page as the SLT in terms of strategies for Maths Curriculum? Please can you also elaborate 
on what is being done to ensure this does not happen again? Anjali has/is hosting maths 
workshops with each teacher, one-to-one. This is ensuring that this is happening consistently.  
Q: I also noticed that the Maths National Curriculum was last updated in Jan 2021. Presume this 
has been considered in your strategy?  Yes. These updates are included within the HfL Back on 
Track planning that we use.  
 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-curriculum-in-england-mathematics-
programmes-of-study/national-curriculum-in-england-mathematics-programmes-of-study 
 

Q: the performance table for maths on the link below is below average. Looking forward to this 
being changed when the new performance table is published! Lots of energy and focus is going 
into Yr5 who will be the first cohort to be on this table.  
 
https://www.compare-school-performance.service.gov.uk/school/117266/maple-cross-junior-mixed-
infant-and-nursery-school/primary 

 
d. RE – SC – see above 
e. Art & Design – SC/JA – see above 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-curriculum-in-england-mathematics-programmes-of-study/national-curriculum-in-england-mathematics-programmes-of-study
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-curriculum-in-england-mathematics-programmes-of-study/national-curriculum-in-england-mathematics-programmes-of-study
https://www.compare-school-performance.service.gov.uk/school/117266/maple-cross-junior-mixed-infant-and-nursery-school/primary
https://www.compare-school-performance.service.gov.uk/school/117266/maple-cross-junior-mixed-infant-and-nursery-school/primary
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LM comments: This was an excellent and exciting report to read especially seeing the examples 
of children’s work. Kapow seems to be well received by all. 
JA questions and comments: 
Q: Did the ‘Deep Dive’ go ahead last week? If so, assuming this was beneficial to all involved? 
JiBi was unwell that day and so the day was focussed on science instead. 
Art Focus Day document-well planned, very informative with detailed learning objectives made 
clear. 
Q: How many Art Focus Days are planned each academic year? One more in summer term as a 
whole school. The art & design curriculum has been taught in weekly sessions. 
Q: Do the teaching staff find the Art Focus Days a positive for the pupils learning/evaluation?  It 
raises the profile of the subject but deeper learning in art works more effectively over weekly 
lessons. The Kapow curriculum works more effectively as weekly sessions within each unit. 
 
f. Geography - LW  
LW comments and questions:  
Q: There is a paragraph in italics above subject intent which I think is a typo and shouldn’t be 
there?  
Q: What is NC?  National curriculum.   
Q: Great to see question being asked of Reach about what is missing when children start there 
but need to ensure focus remains on what a Geographer at Maple Cross needs to look like before 
extending to preparation?  This is about ensuring any key gaps are children have are identified to 
ensure they are best prepared for the next stage of their learning. Our curriculum will not 
change. 
 

g. History – AK 

AK  comments and questions: 
Q: A "deep dive" into History is scheduled for 23rd June - I would like to sit in on this if 
possible?   
The upcoming deep dive will mirror the approach OfSTED take and help prepare Katie for that in 
case History is a focus area. Angela, it would be wonderful to welcome you to the feedback 
aspect of the visit. 
Q: Meanwhile how is "local" defined for the purposes of teaching history at MX school? 
Realistically, should this be eg. Greater London including St Albans? 
We have decided that local encompasses the immediate Maple Cross and the opportunities with 
London as it sits on our doorstep and is a door to a world of opportunities for our children.  

 
It seems to me that one might describe what is on the MX school website as "What", while the 
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History Report for tonight's FGB is   "ideas for how and what next". Fortunately History is not a 
priority for the coming Ofsted visit.   I assume that the 23 June "deep dive" is intended to help KS 
develop this whole area.   
Indeed, the current website is about what we teach. The focus for the summer 2 half term is 
updating this with examples of the how.  
 
h. Music – PW 
LM comments: It looks like Music has carried on at a good level throughout the lock down. 
Interesting to see in Y3 that drumming really supports children with SEND and PP children. The 
teacher noted how concentration was improved and how 1 child led on rhythm. The opportunity 
to play a variety of instruments and to engage in wider opportunities is highlighted in the report. 
The strength within the school comes from having professional music teachers coming into 
school to teach the music curriculum.  Plans are in place in the next steps column. Children are 
meeting the national curriculum targets. 
 
i. Computing – LW 
LW comments and questions: Virtual trips sound good – previous feedback from the Google 
experience at school was positive.  Learning on Google Drive for home projects as an option 
should have a good take up now that parents have seen how it works during remote learning. 
 

j. PE – BM 
BM comments and questions: 
Apologies to PaCa for not linking in this half term. Email sent to arrange a suitable time to meet. 
Q: Typo on the first line, I think it should read ‘priority’? 
Q: ‘Boys tend to be part of afterschool clubs more than girls’ – what can be done to attract more 
girls to take part in after school sports? 
Q: KS2 Girls boxing was very well received, historically I think this has been a very popular sport 
for children following sessions put on by Mr Newland a few years ago. Would regular sessions be 
very expensive? Not hugely expensive but we would need at least 12 girls to make it viable. 
Historically paid clubs had very low attendance - sometimes as low as 4. We could try it for a 6 
week period. 
Q: Aside from the one high quality session of PE per week do we know how much other 
organised exercise (not break times) each child partakes in? (ie they used to do Fit for 15 
everyday). The aim is for a total of 2hrs per week - that is the guidance for primary school as 
does not include break/lunchtimes. This happens most weeks. 
I have emailed Hannah about Football for Girls in school initiative run by the FA in conjunction 
with Barclays separately. 
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The FA are currently running a ‘Playmaker’ coaching course online that is free and takes about 4 
hours to complete. Although football based it provides further experience and ideas for 
someone interested in coaching/teaching children sports. It is relatively simple to set up and 
doesn’t need to be done in one session. I am happy to talk to any staff interested in doing it to 
get them up and running if there is any desire. 

 
k. Forest School – SP 
SP comments and questions: As I was working with LuBo I asked my questions as they cropped 
up and have recorded the responses below . 

 
Q:How do you establish that what you are doing with Forest school is effective beyond the fact 
that children spend less time in Forest School and more time in class?  I use a Thrive assessment 
to profile and reprofile the children with staff over a number of skills and developmental areas 
which provides a score which is then reviewed against the Thrive model Impact can then be 
assessed and tracked .  
Was shown an example which tracked one child and showed significant progress which had then 
dipped (expectedly but not as significantly as it had improved pre lockdown) following return to 
school after closure. 
Q: Do any of the 1:1 supported children use Forest school?  They don’t unless as part of a class 
visit but it is a resource that would ideally be available for all to access which with class visits it 
largely is. It is a resource that 1:1 Support could use with children in the future if the 
circumstances were right.  (One child has been attending woodwork to build self-esteem) 
 
SE questions and comments: All very detailed, thanks for the time taken to prepare these. Again, 
governors have essentially covered my thoughts already.  
Q: I echo Barry’s comments around the high number of chn that are significantly below ARE. Is 
this all attributable to the break in learning and do you know if we are in line with other local 
primary schools?  
 
There is obviously a degree of parents having to take some responsibility for their child’s learning 
at home and I do feel that the message needs to be put out to parents so that they can feel a 
sense of that responsibility – not sure how best to do this.   Internal data is now purely for 
schools only and each schools analyses data differently. i.e. OfSTED will never ask for internal 
data and it is for us. There is a mixture of missed learning and higher than average levels of SEND. 
A greater focus on how to support chn below ARE with the expertise of our new INCO is crucial. 
Q: Are all the interventions that were put in place for the chn identified as needing them back up 
and running? This is a slightly loaded question as I know from my LPM that none of F’s were and 
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yet they were being identified as weaknesses still?  
Interested whether this is the same for the rest of the year groups and if they are not running, 
the reason for this?  It’s a mixture across school. Due to the nature of allowing chn to re-settle etc 
interventions are returning to what they were before and new or more appropriate to the 
current need being put in place.  
Q: Once again, looking through much of the documents, it is clear what is being done for chn 
identified as vulnerable, PPG, SEN etc – what are we doing for the remainder? I am anxious to 
see how we are ensuring their progression etc  Quality first teaching will always remain as the 
most important strategy. The focus of all CPD sessions is round high quality teaching. EmBa 
(reading), AnMa (maths) and EmFa (writing/spelling/handwriting) are meeting with teachers to 
discuss chn in summer 1 and in summer 2 spending more time in class to support teachers with 
this. 
Q: Boxing club – lots of boys wondering why this isn’t something for them? Any reason and are 
there any plans for something to run for the boys along these lines?  See response to Jess’s 
question 
I actually have a contact who teaches kickboxing in schools with an antibullying theme run 
through if you want me to make contact? (used to be my kickboxing instructor so I can vouch that 
he’s legit!!) 

 

8.  Finance Committee 
a. Minutes of the Finance Committee held on 10th May 2021 
b. Review Period 11 budget monitor & actual/committed expenditure 
c. Approve Financial Return and Fund Account for 2020/21 and sign off Budget Report (to be 

submitted by the end of May) 
d. FGB to approve the draft budget for 2021/22 ( to be submitted by the end of May) 
e. Allocation of Covid grant and its impact 
f. Support Staff pay 
g. Approve SFVS for 2020/21 (for submission by 28th May) 

 
LW as Chair of the Committee said that all finance documents had been uploaded to GovHub 
prior to this meeting. 
The committee had reviewed P11 and it was on track.   
The budget for 2021/2022 needed to be agreed formally at this meeting. Finding the carry 
forward (of £83,000) had been a challenge this time but governors approved the budget return 
for the last financial year 2020/21 and the new budget for 2021/22 which would be reviewed 
again in July. 
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BM was thanked for completing the SFVS.  The governors agreed this could be submitted by 28th 
May 2021. 

 
 

Clerks 
 

9.  Review of School Policies: The policies were circulated on GovHub prior to the meeting for 
governors to read, question and make comments. Governors are required to consider equality 
implications (ensuring provision for protected characteristics is referenced)  

 

a. For Review and Approval – NO CHANGES 

None 

b. For Review and Approval – CHANGES (although many of these policies were considered last 
year, HfL has issued revised updated versions below which it is recommended we approve)  

i. Capability  - JA  JA: All looks fine to me, well written and clearly outlined for staff 

ii. Probation  - AK AK: I am happy to support the recommendation to approve. 

LM comments and questions: 
Q: Is this a new policy?  Q: Do staff have a meeting when the 6-month period is up?  Not 
currently but this is a good suggestion to bring in. 

iii. Shared Parental Leave (Adoption) – AK AK: I support the recommendation to approve. 

iv. Shared Parental Leave (Birth) – AK AK: I support the recommendation to approve. 

v. Child Protection Policy – SE  SE comments: Thank you so much for all your work making 
the changes to this policy – I fear they may be more to come once KCSIE is finalised and 
adopted fully. All looks good to my eye with the necessary sections included / updated.  
The Head is completing App. 5 of this policy and will share on GovHub when the check list 
is completed. 

c. New for Adoption 

i. Safeguarding (umbrella policy for Safeguarding suite of policies) – SE  SE: Again, thank you 
so much for getting this sorted. Looks good to me 

ii.  Anti-Bullying guidance (already approved by governors via GovHub) Implementation to 
be discussed – BM. Guidance to be discussed with the children in the summer term.  The 
guidance will be on the Summer 2 Agenda.  BM comments  I am happy with the contents 
of this document and would advise that it is signed off. 

LM comments and questions: 
The anti bullying checklist is very comprehensive. Q: Will staff use this as a check list if 
there are concerns?  We want to use this policy and checklist to build teaching time 
around this over the summer term.  Staff will be made aware of the checklist so they can 
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use to identify bullying. 
 

Governors approved all of the policies on the agenda for this meeting. 

10.  Preparation for Ofsted visit: 

Everyone agreed that this was excellent training which had been very helpful. Actions included 
discussion of a standard description of the area where the school was situated to go into the 
inspection folder that governors would have as soon as possible. 

With regard to deep dives, governors were requested to refer back to the website when looking 
at curriculum areas in order to check the website and make sure it was up to date. 

BM:  The training was eye opening on what was expected of the governors and the role we will 
play in the inspection. 

JA: The folder will be a good way to promote what we do. 

AD: Helen pointed out that we needed to be pro-active and not reactive, we need to identify    
what we want to highlight.  Once we are aware of those areas, it would be good to have a mock 
run through so we are clear about what we are going to say. 

Another aspect relates to our responsibilities in connection with SMSC and it would be good to 
have quarterly updates at the FGB as it’s an area we need to know more about.  The Head said 
she would include SMSC on the curriculum link forms and it would be a spotlight question for the 
Summer 2 meeting. 

Curriculum lead governors were encouraged to have confidence to ask questions of inspectors 
and challenge them if they did not agree with them regarding their subject(s).   

Governors asked if they could come into school when there were targeted subject days, so they 
could see how the subject was being taught across the school. This was agreed. 

 

The Clerks would put an Ofsted folder on GovHub with the standard documents for all governors.  
Governors would then be able to add their own sub-folder and upload documents they would 
like to have in their folder. 

 

LM said that as she wasn’t a parent and didn’t live in the area she was unaware of the parent 
view at present. She asked for a parent questionnaire (standard Ofsted questions) to be sent 
electronically before half term and the Head said that another one would be sent out for Summer 
2 so comparisons could be made. 

Governors agreed that if parents were dissatisfied and issues were raised, they needed to be 
addressed swiftly by the school and ideally within 3 days. Following a previous parents’ 
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questionnaire, the school had failed to react quickly enough when concerns were raised by a 
parent which had exacerbated the situation. 

Governors said the website, blog and twitter were excellent ways to achieve good PR for the 
school and they encouraged staff to display relevant and interesting items. The Head said she 
would put the professionally produced video of the school on the opening page which would 
convey a powerful message. Governors agreed that the video should be made and produced.   

 

a. Draft summary of Helen Jones’s training - for comment and approval by governors 

SP comments: I thought the training was extremely good. 
Thank you for the draft summary. I am still trying to make sense of the pages of notes I made. 
I can’t recommend highly enough the suggestion of taking a folder with supporting 
documents for any future Ofsted meeting having tried it with and without. Perhaps the 
content can be agreed over the next few weeks, Govs can add their own areas of interest to 
personalise so they are ready come September and keep electronically on Governor hub or 
on the school system until needed when they can be printed off . 
 
AD comments: Helen mentioned that inspectors tend to look at the school curriculum on the 
school website. Is it worth the curriculum leads to scan through their respective curriculum 
information on the website in preparation for a potential inspection?  

 
b. One question/comment from each governor regarding the training 

SE comments: I found this training invaluable – although it has left me feeling very anxious 
about an impending visit – more so than the CQC would you believe! I think that the idea of a 
‘show and tell’ folder is brilliant, we use this for our CQC visits and it’s such a good way to 
showcase positive things that have been introduced, especially when showing improvements 
on previously identified weaknesses. Also acts as a good reminder for anyone having a look 
through. Definitely worth creating. 

c. Discussion regarding questions, comments and items to follow up.  
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Item 
 
PART TWO 

 A
ct

io
n

s 

1.  a. To approve and sign the Minutes of the last meeting (23rd March 2021).  ).  As this 
meeting was held remotely the minutes have been e-signed on GovHub Minutes to be signed 

on each page by Chair (date on first page). Minutes filed in school office unless held remotely. 
 

The minutes were approved by the FGB. 
 
b. To consider any outstanding Actions arising from the Minutes (not otherwise covered on 

the agenda). 
 

 Head to notify Watford Observer, Ricky News regarding new restaurant & outdoor play area.  
Both said they would get back to us when it is there next article run. 

 Video to promote school. Spoken to company.  Will cost £2-£3k for high quality.  Budget 
dependent. 
SE comment: Exciting! Think this is well worth the financial outlay. 
The FGB agreed for the videoing to go ahead, this would be good value to promote the school. 

 AK to pass Head Carol Kristian’s details.  HaTr spoken to Carol.  Will support if appropriate.  HaTr 
will contact her again as and when. 

 Availability of CAMHS and anything similar for staff. No major updates from CAMHS. 
SE comments and questions: I have had a discussion with my local CCAT (CAMHS) team. They are 
increasing their thresholds for intervention again due to the massive demand on their service. 
Basically, chn who are not actively suicidal (as in attempting it in that moment) do not meet 
threshold to be seen, they need to either self-refer through Hertfordshire Step-2 services, or 
through the GP route. Sadly, lots of people signpost to the emergency department which doesn’t 
get them seen quicker and can actually make things worse as they sit for hours to ultimately be 
told they are not mentally unwell enough – this in itself can be a dangerous trigger for some. For 
those chn identified as anxious / low mood, the work already in place at school is good (mood 
diaries, accepting that these are ‘normal’ emotions). Parents should just be signposted to Step-2 
or GP. There are many online resources (Youth Connexions, Young Minds, KOOTH) for families.  
Q: May be worth having a leaflet to be able to send out to families with this information on and I 
am happy to help create one if needs be?  
The Head said that everything was on the school website and the school tried to avoid going 
“letter heavy” with an additional leaflet. Any issues were dealt with on an individual basis.    
A governor suggested having a speech bubble in the Newsletter directing parents and carers to 
Step 2 or the website for information. 
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Governors agreed that anything which signposted parents to where they could get help was a 
good thing. 

 Following attendance at his Mental Health First Aid course, SC to assist pupils and staff. In Part 2 
Item 4 of this agenda. 

 Contract cleaners – PG to contact LW regarding Tupe transfers and material available. Ongoing. 

 Presentation from each curriculum lead at Summer 2 FGB meeting. Work in progress 

 Spanish dictionaries to be purchased.  Books purchased, dictionaries coming soon.  New Spanish 
book resource area now in school. 

 Governors to challenge curriculum leaders to share reports and PP that tell the story of their 
curriculum area. Ongoing. 

 Head to check that all staff know how to access Emergency Response and Business Continuity Plan 
and that those named have paper copies at home  Appropriate staff have copies at home. 

 Letter/email template regarding persistent late collection of children.   
Dear X, 
Your child finishes school at Xpm and it is vital they are collected on time. Today your child was 
collected X minutes late. 
 
It is vital for both your child/children's well-being they are collected on time and for staff to be 
able to promptly join meetings and training after school. Every minute staff are late to 
meetings/training and preparing for the next day learning is negatively impacted. 
 
Please ensure your child is always collected on time. Thank you for your continued support.   
 
Hannah Trickett and the School Governors 

 Lateness Section in Attendance Policy - .  Late pick up: 

 Parents should be at school prompt to collect their child/ren at their designated time. 

 Parents/carers must let the school know if they are picking their child up late due to a genuine 
emergency and no other adult is able to collect. 

 Parents/carers who fail to provide a valid reason and/or are frequently late picking up their 
child will be written to and alternative plans put in place.  

 Collection times are as stated and there is not a grace period 
 
Punctuality is an important life skill which we encourage in our children. Arriving in a room where 
lessons have started is hard for a child as they do not know what is happening and this can be 
stressful.  
 
Repeated lateness to school will be followed up by staff with a letter to the child’s parents or 
carers to see if this can be resolved before the matter is referred to school’s Attendance 
Improvement Officer. 
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Both above points were agreed by the governors. 
 
SE comments and questions: 
Q: With regards to the Attendance policy, I wonder if the wording of “regularly collected on time” 
should be changed to “always” – “regularly” could well be interpreted to mean that as long as 
they collect on time 3 out of 5 days a week then that’s ok whereas “always” shows it is absolutely 
not accepted.  Agree with always. 
Q: Again, with regard to the same chn being left – when does this become an issue of neglect? 
This will never meet the criteria of neglect within Herts. That is potentially something that needs 
to be discussed further as at some point, it may raise concerns around why that parents is always 
late and becomes a safeguarding matter (in the same way that the child who never has a warm 
coat in winter is a concern). The wording could then reflect that unresolved collection issues, may 
raise safeguarding concerns … might make a bit more of an impact? 
Some parents push it with the time they finish work knowing they will always be a little late. In 

the last two weeks one parent has been spoken to by class teachers, PHGo and HaTr – there has 
since been an improvement. 

 PW, BM and Head to liaise regarding traffic congestion outside school.  Police have been present 
and training for patrol crossing with Herts CC will commence in the summer term. Letter from 
FGB.  HaTr meeting with Herts CC. optimistic of extension to white zig-zag lines.  Patrol crossing 
training for staff to commence shortly. 

SP comments: 
Keely Keogh (HCC) arrived at school unannounced on 11/5/21 to witness the congestion reported from 
various sources so that potential action could be considered. Unfortunately, by the time she got to MX 
it was 9.40am and there was no congestion. 
 

I walked Ms Keogh around Woodlands and Denham Way pointing out the various sites of interest and 
explained the build-up to the current position. Lots of large lorries were using Woodlands which was 
handy. Some dispute about suggestions for resolving the issue but a course of action was agreed prior 
to her reattending school to assess. 
 
SE comments and questions: Just on this note, as a very present in the playground parent still, I do not 
feel comfortable doing traffic patrol! Happy to help in any other way but the playground is tedious 
enough without additional reason for parents to sound off at me! I saw that a lady had arrived to see 
congestion after school last week – sadly she got there late and the congestion was massively reduced! 
LuBo was talking to her and pointing out the issues but none were witnessed!   HaTr had a meeting with 
Herts CC about this. 

2.  Review of Governor training 

a. E-learning and training completed (governors to comment on training completed and 
usefulness. Governors to update their personal training records on GovHub if the course is not 

delivered by HfL)  The Governors were asked to update their own records if they had taken 
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any training which had not been organised by HfL. 

b. Unconscious Bias training for governors and staff – The Head was still trying to find a good 
training course.  However, a comment was made that the government was moving away 
from focussing on unconscious bias.  It was agreed that the training would be looked at a 
later date as it was not a priority and some governors would already have done this sort of 
training in other contexts which could be carried into their role as governors.   

c. GREAT (Governance Ready Education and Training).  The Clerks had uploaded 
documents/flowchart to GovHub prior to this meeting. They were there for governors to 
consider different training opportunities in order to refresh their skills and competences. 
The Clerks commented that it would be relevant when governors were completing the skills 
and  competences questionnaire, GREAT would be referenced and governors would be able 
note where they were on the GREAT framework.  As a Governing Board, it was felt that 
Maple Cross governors fell into the “Effective moving towards Experienced” category. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Clerks / 
All 

 

3.  Governor Visits:  

a. Forms following recent virtual curriculum and link visits (these will be included in the 
suggested Ofsted folder as recommended by Helen Jones) 

SE: Haven’t met with Shannon this term, plan to in the next half term. 

AD: Apologies to EmBa and AnMa. I got the date for the FGB wrong and booked meetings 
with both of them on 18th May. I will send the report after the meeting on the 18th. 

PW’s link visit form had been uploaded to GovHub prior to this meeting. 

JA was mtg Katy Saxton on a zoom call on Thursday.  They had had email contact. 

BM was mtg JS and PC on Wednesday. 

SC would make contact with JB, SB and HD over the next couple of weeks. 

b. Check & chase visits  

c. Upcoming events including format of Governor Day.  The Head and JA have spoken. There is 
a Plan A which will be adjusted depending on what we are permitted to do.   

Governor Day – in theory it could take place after 21st June when all restrictions were lifted.  It 
was better to have governors into school to hear pupil voice and for the children to talk about 
their class and curriculum directly to governors whilst everyone was off timetable.  

A suggestion was made to stagger the times when governors came in on a set day after 21st 
June, thereby avoiding too much disruption for teaching. 

Q: Should we harness our energies on Ofsted?   

A: The Governor Day would be focussed on Ofsted, looking at the curriculum areas and getting 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

JA/BM/
SC 
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more information from the subject leaders, children and what was seen around the school. 

A checklist would be created for each governor on what should be asked/looked at when they 
were in school.  This year each governor was linked to a subject. 

Head and JA agreed to look at a timetable for the day 

 
Head / 
JA 

 

4.  Update on Staff Wellbeing 

 SC to share plan following his attendance at his Mental Health First Aid course to assist 
pupils and staff. 

SC had recently received Mental Health First Aid for 8-18 yrs and adults.  In his 20 yrs working 
life in the Church it was the most important training he had ever undergone.  

SC asked the Head where the staff were in relation to  Mental Health training.  The Head 
responded that she and Katie Stickley were on Level 2 and every other member of staff had 
completed Level 1.  

SC said he would be meeting HT to discuss how to use the training he had completed and how 
best he could be deployed. It would be a challenge to make this work logistically as SC was 
without a member staff at present but he would use his best endeavors. 

There were extremely good resources on-line, in particular, Young Minds and the school should 
look at this as an additional resource.  

For the governors, there was a very helpful array of information on GovHub, e.g Healthy Young 
Minds in Herts. The Head said she was sending off the school’s self-evaluation in order to get 
recognition. 

SC was thanked for his contribution. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Head/ 
SC 

5.  Update on Safeguarding, to include Operation Encompass.  

SE: Nothing major from the latest safeguarding bulletin – there has been updated guidance 
around attendance with principle being around the direct link between attendance and 
safeguarding. Now we have linked all of these policies, we have safeguarding running through 
the school so are already ahead of the game on this. Domestic violence is still on the increase 
sadly – OE aims to ensure that chn of families are supported and appropriately referred 
however, need to be vigilant for the signs of distress in those chn who are still very much 
experiencing that but haven’t yet been identified. Hannah had informed me of some concerns 
that she had raised around EYFS to do with gate access from chn, visibility of chn whilst in the 
playground and KS1 walking through the EYFS area during their independent learning. Changes 
are being put in place and I will catch up with Juliet over the next couple of weeks – will put an 
update on GovHub. There has been x1 OE alert – a child from a family previously identified. 
Usual referral / follow up routes being followed by school. As governors, is there anything that 
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we can do to support the class teacher (without identifying the child / children of course) or 
HaTr as receiving these referrals and supporting victims is emotionally difficult.  The 
Safeguarding Network offers support sessions if this becomes too challenging. Having a team of 
DSLs mean we can to support each other. 

6.  Update on SEND – SP said it was a verbal report as he was still waiting for the report from the 
SEN visit last Monday.  The report was in two parts - the check of SEN provision and website 
compliance (see below). 

The report with regard to the website had been received and there were a number of amber 
and red issues which were in hand.  SP would update governors on GovHub. 

Other aspects involved a discussion about JL’s professional development and benchmarking. 

SP commented how JL had done some very honest self and school assessment which had been 
over-critical in some respects. JL was a really positive appointment to the school. 

The Head added that JL was very calm, never defensive and not afraid to ask for clarification.  
She had held meetings with parents who could be challenging but always prepared fully and 
met with teachers before each meeting. This resulted in teachers feeling more confident going 
into these meetings with a calmer atmosphere throughout.  

SP was thanked for his work as SEN governor. 

On 10th May Herts conducted a SEND commissioned “visit” which was conducted online with 
Jessica Lawley, our INCO . Main purpose was to review provision for SEND pupils but a 
secondary part of the visit was a check of the School website’s compliance in relation to SEND 
.This visit had previously been arranged later in the school year but had been brought forward 
as Hannah mentioned at last meeting to support the new INCO   

Herts  had reviewed the website on 7/5/21 . They found a handful of issues graded amber and 
red and that aspect of the report has been reported to the school   .  

In relation to the other aspect of the visit a report was agreed to be provided within 10 days of 
the visit so is anticipated soon. This was quite an informal session and discussed amongst other 
things , were advertising the SEN provision more clearly on the website, Jessica’s professional 
development and benchmarking and targets. None of the observations were a huge shock and 
there was some self and school assessment submitted by Jessica of which some  was agreed 
and some was considered overcritical by those inspecting   

Time will be put aside once the report is in to consider appropriate actions but many of the 
suggestions made have commenced , are in hand or had already been identified as areas of 
development by our INCO.  

 
 
 
 
 

SP 
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The issues around the website were : 

a. The school’s complaints policy and procedure describes the required arrangements.   
No reference is made in the SEN information report to the procedures.  

b. SEN information report dated 2020-21 is published on the website.   
This will need updating as soon as possible to reflect the arrival of the newly appointed 
Inclusion Coordinator. 

c. SEN information report describes how accessible the school is but does not provide a link to 
the school’s accessibility plan. 

d. The website states the equalities information will be uploaded soon. 
 
An accessibility plan was not found during this search.  
 
All are in hand and as soon as all are completed I will update via Governor hub 
 

7.  School website: 

a. Updated requirements February 2021 

b. Review of Maple Cross website 

SE: Haven’t had a chance to review this time round – apologies. 
Some points from the SEND brokerage visit. Couple of actions linked to the website. JeLa and 
MaJe working on. 
 
AD comments and questions:  Assessment against the requirement updated in Feb 21: There 
are 3 updates to the requirement. 
 
1. Coronavirus catch up premium – Schools receiving the catch-up premium in 2020-21 are 

required to publish the details of: 
a. How it is intended that the grant will be spent 
b. how the effect of this expenditure on the educational attainment of those pupils at the 

school will be assessed 
MX website has published the details at: 
https://maplecrossjmi.edublogs.org/files/2021/01/Catch-up-Premium-strategy-and-Recovery-
Plan-20.21.pdf 

 
2. Equality objectives – Local authority maintained schools must comply with public sector 

equality duty in the Equality Act 2010 and the Equality Act 2010 (Specific Duties and Public 
Authorities) Regulations 2017. This means you must publish: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://maplecrossjmi.edublogs.org/files/2021/01/Catch-up-Premium-strategy-and-Recovery-Plan-20.21.pdf
https://maplecrossjmi.edublogs.org/files/2021/01/Catch-up-Premium-strategy-and-Recovery-Plan-20.21.pdf
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a. details of how your school complies with the public sector equality duty - you must 
update this every year 

b. your school’s equality objectives - you must update this at least once every 4 years  -  
No information is uploaded on the school website yet.  

Q: When is this expected to be updated?  By half term. 
 

3. Careers Programme - You must publish information about the school’s careers 
programme. This information must relate to the delivery of careers guidance to year 8 to 
13 pupils in accordance with section 42A of the Education Act 1997. For the current 
academic year, you must include: 
a. the name, email address and telephone number of the school’s careers leader 
b. a summary of the careers programme, including details of how pupils, parents, 

teachers, and employers may access information about the careers programme 
c. how the school measures and assesses the impact of the careers programme on pupils 
d. the date of the school’s next review of the information published 
Q: This information is not on the school website but is this relevant for MX?  No, this 
applies to secondary schools only. 

 
4. Financial Information: You must publish, 

a. how many school employees (if any) have a gross annual salary of £100,000 or more in 
increments of £10,000 - we recommend using a table to display this – This information 
is missing from the website.  Staff are listed under the staffing section and no one earns 
more than £100k or received increments close to £10k. Is this for maintained schools or 
academies?   This was not clear, AD would come back to the Head having researched it 
further. 

b. a link to the webpage which is dedicated to your school on the schools financial 
benchmarking service - follow the prompts to find your school’s specific page – OK 
 

In addition to the above, I also noticed that the Primary National Curriculum was last updated in 
May 2015 but MX website makes reference to 2014 curriculum.  The curriculum was published 
in 2014 and this is what applies to primary schools. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AD 
 

8.  End of year letter to parents from FGB  - to agree the subject for this year’s letter and draft to 
be approved at next FGB meeting. 

The governors were happy for the Chair to prepare a draft to share with the governors for 
comments before it was sent out to parents. 

Governors agreed that the catch up after COVID and how parents and the school had managed 

 
 
 

LM / 
ALL 
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it should be referred to in the letter. 

9.  Any Other Business as notified at Part One; Item 4, urgent matters only 
a. Proposed new warehouses in Maple Cross  

SE comments: Governors / school responding is undoubtedly tough as we should be 
impartial where possible, however I do agree that raising a concern based on the health 
(pollution) and safety (big lorries, increased traffic, dangerous route due to it) of the 
children that are walking / cycling to school (both Reach and MX) is acceptable. Happy to go 
with the consensus on this one. 
 
The Head explained that there was a proposal to put warehouses parallel to The Reach Free 
School in Maple Cross.  It had been rejected initially as it had been opposed by Affinity 
Water but their concerns had been addressed and the application had gone in again.  
Affinity Water would not be objecting this time.   
A letter had been sent to the governors by a parent asking why they were not 
objecting/campaigning against the warehouses. 
Advice from Governance had been sought and they had indicated that the school could 
comment on the grounds of air quality and safety concerns for the children if they wished.  
It was pointed out that the school should remain impartial and not be involved, particularly 
if, for example, housing was to be developed near the school, as this would be helpful to the 
school to attract more pupils. 
Another governor commented that if the school did nothing it might not be helpful when  
we were trying to attract more pupils in the future.   
Governors agreed that the Governing Body should comment about the potential 
development only on the grounds of air quality and the effect on the children in school. 
 
LW was happy to draft a response and share on GovHub for comment, based on the 
comments from governors. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LW 

10.  Matters arising from Governors’ Post Box, Chair’s e-mail account and Social Media. There 

were none. 

 

11.  Blog for the School website.  AM read out the blog for the school website.  The governors 
agreed and this would be published on the website. 

 

12.  a. Meeting dates for 2021/2022: All meetings commence at 6pm 

Tuesday 5th October 2021 on Zoom 
Monday 6th December 2021 at school 
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Tuesday 25th January 2022 on Zoom 
Monday 21st March 2022 at school 
Tuesday 17th May 2022 on Zoom 
Monday 4th July 2022 at school 

b. Date and arrangements for next meeting Tuesday 6th July 2021 at 6pm. There was a 
discussion regarding having the meeting at school but a decision would be made nearer the 
time. 

The meeting closed at 19:13. 

 
 


